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Greetings

When�Shigeru�Ban�and�Kenya�Hara�asked�the�Science�Museum�to�

host�a�new�exhibition�on�Japanese�car�design�we�were�delighted�to�

accept.�Of�course,�cars�and�car�design�are�inherently�fascinating�

to�many�people,�but�we�knew�that�such�original� thinkers,� from�

outside� the�mainstream�auto� industry,�would�come�up�with�a�

stimulating�and�perceptive�take�on�vehicle�design�and�mobility.

In�the�years�following�the�Second�World�War,�Japanese�car�mak-

ers�at� first�perfected� the�old-style� ‘Fordist’�assembly� line� tech-

nique,�and�then�surpassed�it�with�a�new�form�of�smart,�lean�mass�

production�which�achieved�product� flexibility,�extremely�rapid�

model�development,�and�outstanding�quality.�

Kenya�Hara’s�study�now�shows�that�in�design�thinking�too,�Japan�

has�moved�ahead�of�most�of�the�rest�of�the�world.�He�has�assem-

bled�advanced�design�studies,�as�well�as�actual�production�cars�

now�being�marketed� in� Japan�and�elsewhere,� so� that� together�

these�give�us�an�uncanny�sense�that�we�are�looking�into�the�future�

of�automobile�development.�In�fact,� for�some�time,�Japanese�de-

signers�have�been�developing�solutions�to�problems�that�many�of�

us�elsewhere�are�only�now�waking�up�to.�His�chosen�designs�point�

to�some�of�the�ways�in�which�the�motor�industry�will�respond�to�

the�challenges�of�a�crowded�world�and�an�environment�under�

pressure.

Of�course�design� is�about�more�than�purely� technical�qualities.�

Hara�is�intensely�aware�of�the�sensory�qualities�of�objects�and�the�

way�we� interact�with� them�at�a�profound�and�personal� level.��

Moreover,�designed�objects�inevitably�reflect�the�culture�in�which�

they�have�been�nurtured,� its�emotional�qualities,�and�its�values.�

These�designs,�he�has�argued,�could�not�have�been�developed�in�

studios�just�anywhere,�for�they�spring�from�‘the�spirit�and�the�soil’�

of�Japan.�

Andrew Nahum│Curator of Technology, Science Museum

Spirit of Japan─Design for Our Future Selves
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This�exhibition�is�significant�in�bringing�together�Japan’s�automakers�under�a�

single,�coherent�concept.�The�auto�industry�is�a�direct�player�in�the�effort�to�

reduce�carbon�emissions.�Including�its�supporting�industries,�it�is�involved�in�

a�very�broad�swathe�of�manufacturing,�ranging�from�engine�manufacture�to�

creating�the�interfaces�between�cars�and�people.�Japan�is�one�of�the�world’s�

top�manufacturers� in� this� industry,�with�eight�different�car�makers�and�a�

home�market�where�the�car�has�become�a�familiar�tool�and�an�integral�part�

of�day-to-day�life.�Although�each�of�these�makers�develops�products�for�the�

global�market,�there�are�specific�reasons�to�focus�on�the�JAPAN�CAR�per-

spective.�The�cars�and�technologies�demonstrated�here�are� the�product�of�

Japan’s�distinctive�economy�and�culture,�and�have�developed�in�an�environ-

ment�that�is�very�different�from�other�markets.�Areas�of�significant�difference�

include�the�character�of�Japan’s�cities�and�roads,� its�environment�and�land-

scapes,�the�background�of�lack�of�fuel�reserves�and�issues�with�other�resourc-

es� required� for�manufacturing,�and�also� the�country’s� long�history�and�

distinctive�aesthetics�that�pervade�everyday�life.

The�history�of�cars�in�Japan�began�with�an�attempt�to�emulate�the�West’s�au-

tomotive�technology�and�culture.�However,�the�context�was�a�very�different�

civilization.�As�a�result�of�that�different�context,�and�particularly�as�a�result�

of�Japanese�lifestyles�and�Japan’s�route�to�industrial�development,�Japanese�

cars�have�gradually�gained�originality�and�developed�independent�technolo-

gies�that�now�have�the�potential�to�be�of�use�elsewhere�on�our�crowded�plan-

et,�contributing�to�the�needs�of�today’s�world.�This�exhibition�aims�to�specifi-

cally�spotlight� those�characteristics� that�are�different�from�the�cars�of� the�

West.

In�addition�to�the�automakers,�the�exhibition�benefits�from�the�participation�

of�companies�with�the�technology�to�construct�higher-level�urban�systems�for�

controlling�urban�mobility,�and�companies�with�information�technology�that�

enables�interaction�between�humans�and�machines,�or�between�cars�and�the�

urban�environment.�Incorporating�these�ideas�into�the�exhibition�enables�the�

concepts�explored�here�to�transcend�the�level�of�individual�vehicles,�giving�in-

sights�into�the�future�of�mobility�as�a�whole.�

This�exhibition�is�not�designed�to�promote�individual�cars.�For�that�reason,�

the�manufacturers�have�collaborated�to�provide�a�uniform�pearl�white�color�

for�almost�all�the�vehicles�on�display.�We�hope�that�this�will�help�visitors�to�

Kenya Hara│JAPAN CAR curator

Small Cars with Environmental Technology 
Become Moving Cells, Parts of The City

It�all�started�from�a�small�column�in�the�newspaper�in�January�2003,�writ-

ten�by�Mr.�Issey�Miyake.�“When�will�we�have�a�‘Design�Museum’�in�Japan”,�

a�country�which�has�produced�so�many�world-class�designs?�The�only�way�

that�we�Japanese,�can�continue�to�hold�our�heads�up�high,�is�to�express�more�

intellectual�energy�than�ever�before.�I�believe�that�we�can�strive�to�forge�a�

‘Design’�nation�that�will�be�internationally�accepted,”�said�Mr.�Miyake.

Having�read�this�column,�I�established�an�NGO�named�“Design�Museum�

Japan”�with�Mr.�Kenya�Hara�who�is�a�graphic�designer�and�also�my�friend,�

in�the�firm�belief�that�it�must�be�realized�by�our�generation.�My�laboratory�

in�Keio�University�started�planning,�designing�and�doing�feasibility�studies�

for� this�museum,�and�the�result�was�compiled� into�one�magazine�named�

“Tokyo�Governor�Shintaro�Ishihara,�Let’s�create�a�Design�Museum�in�To-

kyo.”�Although�it�was�actually�proposed�to�Governor�Ishihara,�he�did�not�

show�any�interest�in�our�proposal.�I�realized�that�we�should�present�the�re-

markable�Japanese�designs�to�the�world� in�the�form�of�exhibitions�rather�

than�making�the�container�such�as�a�museum,�and�changed�the�name�of�the�

NGO�to�“Design�Platform�Japan.”

As�the�first�exhibition,�we�chose�to�focus�on�the�“Japan�Car”.�Cars�are�not�

the�only�industry�that�represents�Japan�but�also�reflect�the�times�and�society,�

and�in�recent�times,�their�designs�deeply�relate�to�global�environmental� is-

sues.�In�this�way,�this�exhibition�needs�to�be�totally�different�from�commer-

cial�events�such�as�motor�shows,�but�rather�needs�to�be�something�full�of�

museum�quality�contents�which�attract� those� in�all�generations�and�even�

those�who�do�not�have�a�particular�interest�in�either�cars�or�design.�

It�took�five�and�a�half�years�to�realize�this�exhibition�in�Paris�and�London.�

This� long�process�has�proved�the�difficulty� in�compiling�Japanese�designs�

from�the�global�point�of�view�without�enough�finance�and�organization.�

However,�I�believe�that�this�project�has�the�social�mission,�as�proposed�by�

Mr.�Miyake.�I�will�keep�presenting�exhibitions�and�symposiums�to�the�world�

in�the�hope�that�this�‘Platform’�will�eventually�be�recognized�in�the�form�of�

a�‘Museum’.�

Shigeru Ban│ Director of Design Platform Japan

Opinon about This Exhibition
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look�beyond�superficial�features�and�gain�a�deeper�understanding�of�the�con-

cepts�and�characteristics�that�the�exhibition�is�attempting�to�convey.�These�

characteristics�are�consolidated�here�into�three�specific�perspectives,�“size”,�

“environment”,�and�“moving�urban�cells.”

1: Small
The�most�straightforward�way�to�reduce�the�impact�of�cars�on�the�environ-

ment�is�to�make�smaller�cars.�Simplicity�is�the�starting�point�for�Japanese�aes-

thetics,�and�Japan�has�a�distinct�category�of�mini-vehicles—also�known�as�

light�cars,�kei�cars,�or�micro-cars.�Mini-vehicles�need�to�fit�within�a�length�

restriction�of�3.40�m,�width�of�1.48�m�and�height�of�2.00�m,�and�have�an�en-

gine�no�larger�than�660�cc.�These�cars�are�very�small,�so�instead�of�designs�

that�convey�status�or�aerodynamic�shapes�that�give�an�impression�of�speed,�

compliance�with�these�regulations�has�resulted�in�cars�with�clear�design�con-

cepts�based�on�efficiency�as�a�means�of� transportation.�Tiny�cars�can�be�

found�around�the�world,�but�those�in�Japan�are�distinctive�for�being�tightly�

packed�with�sophistication�and�advanced�performance.�Even�with�cars�that�

do�not�meet� the�mini-vehicle�parameters,� Japan�has�excelled� in�smallness,�

creating�the�four-seater�premium�car�with�one�of�the�world’s�smallest�turning�

circles,�and�the� two-seater�sports�car�with� the�world’s� largest�production�

record.� Japan�has�also�produced�agile�4x4�vehicles� that�use� lightness�and�

compactness�instead�of�power�to�cope�with�off-road�conditions.�The�exhibi-

tion�demonstrates�the�wisdom�behind�this�smallness�that�is�taken�to�extremes�

in�Japan�cars.

2: Environment
A�second�characteristic�of�Japan�cars�is�that�they�have�led�the�world�in�pro-

ducing�mature�technology�for�the�shift�to�alternative�energies.�Three�different�

approaches�are�presented�here—electric�cars,�hydrogen-powered�cars,�and�

cars�with�hybrid�systems�that�use�either�gasoline�or�electricity�according�to�

requirements.�These�technologies�have�each�been�developed�to�the�stage�of�

practical�application�in�Japan�cars,�and�are�already�in�use�on�the�road.�The�

exhibition�presents�a�small�electric�car�that�can�run�for�160�km�after�charg-

ing�overnight�simply�by�plugging�into�a�domestic�power�supply,�and�a�hydro-

gen-powered�car�that�is�now�available�on�lease�for�use�in�combination�with�
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hydrogen�refueling�stations�that�utilize�solar�energy.�Hybrid�cars�are�already�

in�practical�use�worldwide.�The�successful�achievement�of�these�environmen-

tal�technologies�surely�results�from�Japan’s�background,�including�the�experi-

ence�of�horrific�air�and�water�pollution� in� the�wake�of� rapid�economic�

growth,�and�the�country’s�lack�of�oil�reserves,�meaning�that�it�suffers�when-

ever�oil�prices�are�high.

3: Moving Urban Cells
Rather�than�in�terms�of�individual�vehicles,�the�future�of�movement�and�mo-

bility�is�beginning�to�be�seen�in�terms�of�integrated�systems�that�cover�cities�

and�roads�too.�The�technology�for�overall�control�at�the�system�level�has�its�

background�in�the�adoption�of�GPS.�Increasingly,�cars�are�no�longer�the�ex-

clusive�preserve�of�their�drivers.�They�are�becoming�moving�information�ter-

minals,�and�we�are�beginning�to�see�mature�technology�for�communication�

and�interaction�between�people�and�cars,�and�for�communication�and�inter-

action�between�cars�and� their�urban�environments.�This� transformation�

marks�a�shift� in�the�essential�nature�of� the�auto� industry�from�drive-train�

technology�to�information�technology.�In�this�context,�the�exhibition�presents�

cars�as�a�means�for�individual�people�to�move�around�at�will,�and�shows�ide-

as�for�meters�and�other�instrumentation�that�can�transform�the�interface�be-

tween�people�and�cars.�Finally,�the�concept�of�cars�evolving�into�moving�ur-

ban�cells�is�visualized�by�portraying�cars�as�blood�corpuscles�flowing�through�

capillaries.

These�three�perspectives�are�the�pillars�of�the�exhibition.�The�lead-in�section�

uses�bonsai—the�art�of�rearing�really�small�natural�trees—to�create�an�in-

triguing�scene�by�juxtaposing�live�bonsai�trees�with�models�of�cars�deformed�

to�look�like�suiseki—the�natural�stones�that�frequently�accompany�a�bonsai�

display—and�presenting�them�together�with�visuals�that�symbolize�Japan’s�

mobile�spaces.�At�the�end�of�the�exhibition,�the�picture�reproduced�on�the�

back�of�this�catalogue�is�a�detailed�and�imaginative�depiction�of�mobility�in�

the�future,�produced�using�classical�Japanese�painting�techniques.�Like�the�

picture,�the�exhibition�as�a�whole�presents�an�opportunity�to�examine�a�rich�

depiction�of�the�reality�and�the�vision�embodied�in�Japan�cars�in�the�context�

of�different�aspects�of�Japanese�aesthetics.





Being small need not mean settling for less.

Japan has found positive value in simplifying and condensing.

That sensibility can be seen in car manufacturing.

1: Small



1:�Small│ TANTO│ DAIHATSU

Maximum Use of Space within 
A Small Package

Sitting�in�the�Tanto�is�like�being�in�a�traditional�Japanese�

room�surrounded�by�partitions�and�panels.�

The�vertical�sides�give�the�interior�lots�of�space.�

Most�cars�that�emphasize�styling�use�inclined�windows�and�

locate�the�seats�low�so�that�the�driver�is�close�to�horizontal.�

That’s�fine�for�highway�driving�where�air�resistance�is�

a�big�issue,�but�for�a�car�used�for�day-to-day�transport�on�

narrow�local�roads,�always�stopping�and�starting,�

it’s�more�beneficial�to�have�a�car�that’s�small,�but�still�spacious�inside.

Japan�has�a�distinct�category�of�mini-vehicles�—�also�known�as�light�cars,�

kei�cars,�or�micro-cars�—�that�have�compact�prices,�taxes,�and�fuel�consumption,�

costing�much�less�to�run�than�ordinary�passenger�cars.�Mini-vehicles�need�to�

comply�with�a�length�restriction�of�3.40�m,�width�of�1.48�m�and�height�of�2.00�m,�

and�have�an�engine�size�no�larger�than�660�cc.�Working�within�those�restrictions,�

the�Tanto�is�distinctive�for�successfully�maximizing�cabin�space�and�ease�of�use.�

Look�for�instance�at�the�way�that�there�is�no�centre�pillar�to�get�in�the�way�

when�the�side�doors�open.�That�is�a�wonderful�example�of�

how�this�car�is�both�stylish�and�easy�to�use.

Room�Length

2,160mm

Left�and�right�rear�seats�can�be�

moved�independently.�

Folded�away,�there’s�enough�space�

to�carry�a�full-size�bicycle.

Easy�access�design�includes�

a�roof�high�enough�for�children�

to�stand�up,�and�a�wide�entrance�

uninterrupted�by�a�centre�pillar.

Room�Height

1,355mm

16─17

TAN TO│DAI HATSU



1:�Small│ TANTO│ DAIHATSU

Length:�3,395��mm

Width:�1,475�mm

Height:�1,750�mm

Weight:�930�kg

Passengers:�4

Engine�displacement:�659�cc

Fuel:�Petrol

18─19



Slo-mo Car without Sense of Speed

Speed�is�certainly�not�an�impression�one�would�get�from�this�cubic�form.��

Perhaps�the�DNA�of�this�vehicle�goes�way�back�to�an�oxcart,�

a�mode�of�transportation�in�ancient�Japan.��The�concept�of�this�vehicle,�

“moving�living�room”�emerged�while�having�a�discussion�with�young�people.��

The�cubic�cabin�has�realized�an�unbelievably�roomy�space�for�a�car.��

The�first�time�ever�asymmetric�shape�for�a�passenger�vehicle�is�the�result�of�

designing�the�rear�window�based�on�visibility�from�the�driver’s�seat.��

In�other�words,�this�car�has�been�designed�from�inside�to�outside.��

This�idea�of�“inside�to�outside”�is�a�traditional�Japanese�aesthetic�sense�

represented�by�historical�architectures.��The�unique�cubic�form�gives�

an�intriguing�impression�to�the�viewer,�as�if�a�moving�car�is�not�in�motion.�

A�motif�of�rounded�edge�is�used�throughout�the�vehicle�

to�realize�a�design�with�warmth�and�attachment.

cube│N I SSAN

1:�Small│ CUBE│ NISSAN20─21



1:�Small│ CUBE│ NISSAN

Length:�3,730�mm

Width:�1,670�mm

Height:�1,640�mm

Weight:�1,100�kg

Passengers:�5

Engine�displacement:�1,498�cc

Fuel:�Petrol
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1:�Small│ iQ│ TOYOTA

One�of�the�outstanding�characteristics�of�this�car�is�

that�it’s�nimble�and�easy�to�turn.�

A�careful�review�of�components�and�their�positions�

provided�more�space�for�the�wheels�to�turn,�

enhancing�agility�and�maneuverability�

as�well�as�increasing�interior�space.

The World’s Smallest 
Sophisticated Car for Four

Despite�being�as�wide�as�an�ordinary�compact�car,�the�iQ�is�extremely�short,�

with�a�length�under�3�meters�that�makes�it�smaller�than�Japanese�mini-vehicles.�

These�unique�dimensions�are�used�to�the�full�by�a�bold�and�iconic�design.�

Having�an�ultra-efficient�package�contributes�to�fuel�efficiency,�too,�

keeping�carbon�emissions�down�to�only�99�g /km.�The�car�may�be�small,�

but�it�has�top-level�ride�comfort�and�driving�performance,�

deserving�its�classification�as�a�sophisticated�urban�car.�It�has�a�total�of�

nine�airbags,�and�manufacturer’s�tests�demonstrate�collision�performance�

equivalent�to�a�five-star�rating�under�European�safety�standards.�

The�iQ’s�size�brings�other�benefits,�too,�including�a�turning�radius�of�

only�3.9�meters,�a�tiny�figure�for�a�car�that�can�seat�four.�The�layout�of�the�seats�is�

also�distinctive,�as�the�use�of�smaller�component�units�has�enabled�designers�to�

carve�a�large�space�out�of�the�instrument�panel�on�the�passenger�side,�

gaining�additional�room�for�both�front�and�rear�passengers.�It�may�be�small,�

but�this�car�provides�high�value�in�a�condensation�of�Japanese�wisdom.

24─25
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1:�Small│ iQ│ TOYOTA

Length:�2,985�mm

Width:�1,680�mm

Height:�1,500�mm

Weight:�890�kg

Passengers:�4

Engine�displacement:�996�cc

Fuel:�Petrol

26─27

An�ordinary�parking�space�provides�about�6�m�of�usable�space,�

over�twice�the�length�of�the�iQ.�All�the�extra�space�makes�

the�sub�3�meter�iQ�incredibly�easy�to�park.



1:�Small│ Jimny│ SUZUKI

One of the Very Best 
Off-Road Performers

Designed�for�performance�on�off�the�road,�this�vehicle�has�more�to�it�than�

just�power�and�torque.�In�fact,�it�is�actually�its�compact�size�and�lightness�

that�give�it�such�an�advantage�off�the�beaten�track.�

Its�performance�in�places�where�big�four-wheel�drives�with�large�engines�simply�

cannot�go�is�a�result�of�the�lightweight�and�compact�design�concept.�

The�nimble�drivability�also�makes�it�easy�to�drive�around�town,�

making�the�Jimny�the�ideal�vehicle�for�transportation�between�city�and�country.�

Large-diameter�tyre�and�very�robust�suspension�components�for�such�a�small�package�

are�instrumental�in�ensuring�its�performance.�At�the�same�time,�its�small�size�

ensures�good�fuel�economy,�making�this�an�ecological�choice.�It�meets�the�mature�

needs�of�today’s�users�with�flexible�lifestyles�who�are�looking�for�an�efficient�car�

to�pursue�off-road�interests�and�activities�without�waste.
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1:�Small│ Jimny│ SUZUKI

Length:�3,395�mm

�Width:�1,475�mm

Height:�1,715�mm

�Weight:�990�kg

Passengers:�4

Engine�displacement:�0.658L

Fuel:�Petrol
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Tipper Low tipper Refuse-collector

Mini tipper Lift-pick tipper Arm-roll

Open van Panel van Tail lift

1:�Small│HIJET│ DAIHATSU

Trucks Evolved for Compactness

Trucks�in�the�mini-vehicle�category�can�be�seen�all�over�Japan.�In�fact,�

they’re�the�most�popular�means�of�cargo�transportation.�If�they�were�footwear,�

they’d�be�sneakers.�They�have�none�of�the�restrictions�or�inflexibility�of�big�trucks.�

They’re�simply�useful�for�carrying�things�here�and�there�without�any�hassle.�

That�ability�has�gained�them�the�wholehearted�support�of�workpeople,�and�produced�

ongoing�evolution,�constantly�enhancing�their�capacity�to�fulfil�that�role.�

In�a�way,�these�trucks�symbolize�rural�or�suburban�Japan,�

where�they�have�become�an�integral�part�of�everyday�life.�

They�are�particularly�appreciated�in�the�agricultural�sector,�

and�come�into�their�own�on�the�narrow�tracks�alongside�paddy�fields�

or�on�steep�mountain�paths.�Their�functionality�as�passenger�vehicles�has�

also�improved,�making�them�stable�to�drive�and�ensuring�that�

the�trucks�now�meet�50�km/h�collision�standards.

The�load�space�is�a�crystallization�of�innovative�ideas.�

The�line-up�of�conventional�options�such�as�dump�bodies,�tail�lifts,�

and�refrigerated�cargo�areas�has�been�further�been�augmented�with�

models�tailored�to�specific�transportation�needs,�such�as�carrying�standard�

containers�for�oranges�and�apples,�cases�of�beer,�and�even�tatami�mats.
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1:�Small│HIJET│ DAIHATSU

Length:�3,995�mm

Width:�1,475�mm

Height:�1,780�mm

Weight:�720�kg

Passengers:�2

Engine�displacement:�658�cc

Fuel:�Petrol
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1:�Small│ Interview│ Jean�Nouvel

Jean Nouvel│Architect

Is There Still Potential for 
Significant Innovation in Urban Mobility?

People�will�always�dream�up�new�ways�of�wandering�around.�The�

transition�from�horse-drawn�carriage�to�the�oh-so-wonderful�car�was�

rapid.�Within� this� same�period,�other�kinds�of� transport�have�

appeared,�notably�the�bicycle,�which�has�been�underestimated�and�is�

now�being�reassessed.�

In�China,�until�a�few�decades�ago,�bicycles�were�the�overwhelming�

mode�of�transportation.�Here� in�Europe,� in�some�areas,� there�are�

bicycles�where�there�used�to�be�cars.�I�think�individuals�will�choose�

what�is�appropriate.�In�towns�and�cities�people�will�use�things�like�

bicycles,�scooters,�roller�skates�and�so�on�….�Modes�of�transport�are�

affected�by�fashion,�particularly�trends�among�young�people.�

There�will�be�more�assisted�forms�of�transport,�similar�to�the�way�

some�bicycles�are�powered�by�electricity,�as�needed.�This� is� the�

beginning�of� real�progress� that�will�make�current�mobility� look�

prehistoric.�There�will�be�many�surprises�in�the�decades�ahead.

We�may�travel� less.� It� is� ridiculous� to�get�on�a�plane� to� travel� to�

another�continent,� stay� there� for� three�or� four�hours�and�return.�

Videoconferencing�can�reduce�the�number�of�long�journeys.�Once�you�

know�the�participants,� it’s� just� like�picking�up� the�phone� to�call�

someone�you�know�really�well.�You�can�see� them�as�well�as�hear�

them,�so�you�feel�you�are�there�with�them�and�can�sit�and�chat�for�

hours.�

The�organization�of�today’s�cities�emphasizes�the�need�to�travel.�If�

cities�were�more�polycentric,�maybe�there�would�be�ways�of�traveling�

just�a� few�hundred�yards�or�more,�which�wouldn’t�automatically�

involve�us�all�climbing�back�into�our�own�little�shells.�

Today’s�cars�have�become�sort�of�like�little� living�rooms:�protected�

from�the�outside�world,�with�the�music�you�choose,�with�books�read�

to�you�on�CD,�where�you�can�talk� to�your� friends�on�the�phone.�

People�become�addicted�to�it.�They�don’t�like�the�idea�of�living�five�

minutes� from�where� they�work;� they�want� the�car’s� freedom,� the�

journey,�and�that�kind�of�silence�and�solitude�that�mean�they�can�

handle�whatever�they�want�without�anyone�bothering�them.

Nevertheless,�it’s�ridiculous�to�travel�all�alone�inside�huge�vehicles�on�

narrow�little�streets.�There�must�be�much�lighter�urban�vehicles�that�

will�soon�be�available.�The�electric�car�will�be�a�tremendous�step�

forward�and�then�there�will�always�be�alternative� light� transport�

modes,�such�as�bicycles,�which�are�much�more�natural.�People�will�

walk�too.�

We�will�probably�see�a�much�more�complex,�much�more�varied�period�

in�terms�of�mobility.�It�won’t�just�be�what�we�have�today,�i.e.,�the�car�

for� lots�of�people�and�public� transport� systems� that� seem� like�a�

caricature�of� those�of� the�early�20th�century.�Public� transport� is�

becoming�more�comfortable,�but�that�won’t�be�all�there�is.�I�have�no�

doubt�there�will�be�lots�of�complementary�systems.

Jean�Nouvel�is�Architect�and�Planner�Born�August�12,�1945.�

Jean�Nouvel�has�headed�his�own�architectural�practice�since�1970.�

For�his�work�he�has�won�a�number�of�architectural�prizes.�

The�latest�renowned�one�is�Pritzker�Prize�2008.�He�has�completed,�

among�others,�the�Arab�World�Institute�and�

the�Quai�Branly�Museum�in�Paris,�the�Agbar�office�tower�in�Barcelona,�

the�Guthrie�Theater�in�Minneapolis.�A�numerous�project�is�

currently�in�progress�as�the�Louvre�Museum�in�Abu�Dhabi,�

the�Tour�de�Verre�in�New�York,�the�Tour�Signal�in�Paris�la�Défense…

Interview
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Ken Mogi│Brain Scientist

What Will Humans Expect of 
Mobility in The Future?

Japan�is�a�well-known�automobile�producing�country�and�in�Japan�we�think�

a�lot�about�cars.�Let�me�reflect�on�the�significance�of�cars�for�humanity�from�

a�brain�science�point�of�view.�

Ever�since�our�ancestors�were�born�in�Africa,�the�human�race�has�been�mov-

ing�all�over�the�world�seeking�new�places�to�live�and�new�sources�of�food.�In�

brain�science�we�talk�about�exploitation�and�exploration.�We�exploit�known�

sources�of�food�and�resources,�and�at�the�same�time�we�explore�new�sources�

of�food�and�habitat.�Without�exploration�we�cannot�extend�our�domains.�

Without�exploration�we�cannot�extend�our�visions.�Moving�on�and�explor-

ing�new�things� is�part�of�our� instinct.� In� the�modern�world,�automobiles�

have�helped�us�explore.�

We�become�addicted� to�whatever�causes� the� release�of�dopamine� in� the�

brain.�Automobiles�have�been�great�releasers�of�dopamine.�In�the�1960s�and�

1970s�in�Japan,�it�was�customary�for�young�people�to�really�want�a�new�car.�

A�new�car�meant�a�new�lifestyle.�But�today,�people�are�not�so�enthusiastic�

about�cars.�From�a�brain�science�point�of�view,�cars�have�moved�to�a�new�di-

mension�—�basically�a�secure�base.�

A�secure�base�is�a�concept�developed�by�British�psychologist�John�Bowlby.�

Infants�need�a�secure�base�in�order�to�explore.�Their�secure�base�is�provided�

by�their�parents.�Without�this�secure�base,�infants�cannot�explore�the�envi-

ronment.�The�car�has�become�our�secure�base�in�our�modern�lives.�Without�

cars,�we�cannot�travel,�we�cannot�export�and�import�goods,�we�cannot�meet�

friends.�So�cars�have�literally�become�our�secure�base�in�modern�life.�We�are�

addicted�to�cars�as�a�secure�base.�

Cars�are�also� important� in�terms�of�embodiment�—�arising�from�the�fact�

that� the�brain�communicates�with�the�body�in�a�tight�manner.�Our�brain�

nerve�cells�are�always�communicating�with� the�deep�systems�within�our�

body.�Without�this�embodiment,�our�brain�simply�cannot�function.�Modern�

research�has�shown�that�we�perceive� the�car�as�an�extension�of�our�own�

body.�When�we�use�a�tool,�the�tool�is�recognized�as�a�part�of�the�body.�For�

the�modern�human�being,�the�automobile�is�a�part�of�the�extended�body.�So�

our�extended�body�provides�us�with�a�secure�base�to�explore,�and�exploring�

is�actually�becoming�more�important�in�modern�lives.�

In�Japan,�we�are�producing�great�cars�aided�by�technologies�such�as�GPS,�

computers�and�robot-inspired�mobility�systems.�Japanese�auto�companies�

are� investigating�the�possibility�of�robotics� to�explore�new�dimensions�of�

mobility.�I�think�you�can�expect�great�things�to�come�from�this.

Japanese�people�are�very�addicted�to�automobiles�as�a�secure�base�and�are�

very�interested�in�extending�the�already�robust�embodiment�provided�by�au-

tomobiles.�With�these�modern�technologies,�hopefully�the�human�race�can�

keep�exploring�with�the�aid�of�the�secure�base�provided�by�cars.�New�dimen-

sions�will�open�a�bright�new�future�for�us�all.�

Brain�scientist,�born�in�1962�in�Tokyo,�Japan.�Senior�researcher�

at�the�Sony�Computer�Science�Laboratory,�Tokyo.�

Best�known�as�the�exponent�of�the�Theory�of�Qualia�and�as�

a�TV�personality�with�a�command�of�many�different�disciplines,�

including�literature,�art,�and�music�as�well�as�science.�Has�many�

publications,�including�“The�Brain�and�Imagination”�(pub.�Shincho-

sha),�for�which�he�was�awarded�the�fourth�Kobayashi�Hideo�Prize.

1:�Small│ Interview│ Ken�Mogi
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Just�release�the�roof�lock�

and�press�the�switch.

1:�Small│ Copen│ DAIHATSU

Tiny Convertible, but Very Grown-Up

The�Copen�is�a�tiny�convertible�built�to�Japan’s�mini-vehicle�standards.�

Its�curved�form�was�inspired�by�the�profile�of�a�drop�of�water�on�a�flat�surface.�

Rather�than�creating�a�wedge�shape�to�make�the�car�look�fast�or�adding�volume�to�

enhance�glamour,�the�designers�prioritized�compactness,�stability,�and�reassurance.

This�car�has�very�distinctive�aesthetics.�Efforts�to�ensure�that�it�worked�as�

a�sports�car�while�still�complying�with�the�Japanese�length,�height,�

and�engine�size�restrictions�have�produced�a�witty�design�and�a�presence�almost�

guaranteed�to�make�you�smile.�The�electrically�powered�retractable�roof�is�made�

not�of�canvas,�but�of�the�same�material�as�the�car�body.�Rather�than�being�targeted�

at�young�drivers,�the�Copen�is�chic,�appealing�to�playful,�grown-up�tastes.

The�Copen�exhibited�here�is�dismantled�into�its�components.�

It�may�be�a�small�car,�but�the�attention�to�detail�in�its�elaborate�design�

makes�it�a�superb�example�of�an�industrial�product.�

Each�of�its�parts�is�a�beautiful�precision�product�in�its�own�right.�

40─ 41

First mini-vehicle 
with electric retractable hardtop

The�roof�retracts�smoothly,�

moved�by�hydraulic�pumps.

Opening�or�closing�

only�takes�about�20�seconds.

Copen│DAI HATSU



1:�Small│ Copen│ DAIHATSU

Length:�3,395�mm

Width:�1,475�mm

Height:�1,245�mm

Weight:�830�kg

Passengers:�2

Engine�displacement:�658�cc

Fuel:�Petrol
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MX-5│M AZ DA

1:�Small│MX-5│MAZDA

Horse and Rider as One
The�MX-5’s�“horse�and�rider�as�one”�

design�philosophy�has�produced�a�car�with�

a�ride�that�communicates�sensations�directly,�

giving�the�driver�a�feel�for�the�tires�on�the�road�

and�a�true�sense�of�speed.�

This�communication�works�both�ways,�

so�the�steering�is�also�very�responsive,�

reacting�quickly�to�the�driver’s�wishes.

The World’s Best-Selling 
Two-Seater Sports Car

This�is�an�open-top�pure�sports�car,�a�lightweight�vehicle�

with�a�“horse�and�rider�as�one”�design�philosophy�to�integrate�the�car�

and�its�occupants,�creating�a�delicate,�almost�sensual�link�between�car�and�driver.�

Lightweight�sports�cars�have�their�roots�in�Europe,�but�this�car�has�undergone�

a�careful�and�dedicated�reworking�of�the�concept�in�a�very�Japanese�way,�

smoothing�down�idiosyncrasies�to�produce�a�car�with�a�harmonious�beauty�

acceptable�to�anyone.�One�of�its�characteristics�is�an�archaic�presence�reminiscent�

of�a�Noh�mask,�presenting�a�facial�expression�that�changes�according�to�

the�angle�it�is�viewed�from.�The�MX-5�is�appreciated�worldwide,�

and�has�spawned�its�own�fan�clubs�in�many�places.�

Numbers�are�still�growing,�but�the�Guinness�Book�of�Records�

already�lists�it�as�the�world’s�best-selling�lightweight�sports�car.�

Even�after�three�generations,�the�MX-5’s�oval-themed�identity�has�

remained�consistent,�retaining�its�heritage�even�though�the�car�itself�is�changing.�

This�has�become�a�new�part�of�Japan’s�tradition.
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Length:�3,995�mm

Width:�1,720�mm

Height:�1,245�mm

Weight:�1,100�kg

Passengers:�2

Engine�displacement:�1998�cc

Fuel:�Petrol

1:�Small│MX-5│MAZDA46─47



By 2020, cars are likely to be running on fuels other than petroleum.

Candidates include electricity, hydrogen, and biofuels such as ethanol.

The Japan auto industry has led the drive to cut CO2 emissions.

Horrific air pollution and lack of fossil fuels led Japan to develop practical technology.

2: Environment



insight│HONDA

Devil ray

Flat body; swims by flapping its wings.

Seal 

Cylindrical shape with few irregularities 

is optimized for moving underwater

Skipjack tuna

Spindle-shaped migratory fish is shaped 

for swimming very quickly

2: Environment│ insight│HONDA

Cars Finely Honed for Fuel Efficiency

The insight’s contribution to energy conservation can be found not just 

in its ability to generate its own power but also in its shape and weight. 

It is a hybrid vehicle that combines the fruits of thorough research in 

aerodynamics with a lightweight aluminum body to achieve high fuel efficiency.

Inspiration for the Insight comes from solar cars, which rely on enhanced 

aerodynamic characteristics and lightweight body construction. 

The Insight is the result of applying these finely honed concepts for 

fuel-efficient solar cars to the development of hybrid vehicles. 

That concept is plainly evident in the smoothly fluid form 

covering the rear bumper. The result is a drag coefficient of only 0.25 

and world class fuel efficiency of 35 kilometers per liter.
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Streamlined forms in nature



2: Environment│ insight│HONDA

Length: 3,940 mm

Width: 1,695 mm

Height: 1,355 mm

Weight: 850 kg

Passengers: 2

Engine displacement: 995 cc

Fuel: Petrol
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FCX CLARITY│HONDA

2: Environment│ FCX CLARITY│HONDA

A Hydrogen-Powered Fuel Cell Vehicle

The goal is to cut carbon dioxide emissions to half of their 1990 levels by 2050, 

and reducing automotive emissions is a prerequisite in achieving this international 

target. Japanese carmakers are expected to have alternative-fuel vehicles up 

and running by 2020, with hydrogen and electricity being two of the most likely 

alternatives to fossil fuels. Fuel cell vehicles, or FCVs, operate 

by powering motors with electricity generated by a chemical reaction 

between oxygen and hydrogen, leaving water as the only product emitted.

The FCX Clarity was developed as a mass production vehicle, 

and technology has already been developed that 

allows fueling stations to supply hydrogen fuel. 

Present systems can refuel the vehicle in about four minutes. 

Maximum speed is 180 kilometers per hour, 

and the car can travel 620 kilometers on a single tank of hydrogen.

Fuel cell vehicles generate electricity 

through a reaction in a fuel cell 

between hydrogen from a hydrogen tank 

and oxygen from the atmosphere. 

The electricity generated is used to power the car. 

The hydrogen tank can be filled 

at a hydrogen station in about 4 minutes. 

Increased energy efficiency gives 

the car a range of 620 km.
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Hydrogen stations are under development, 

aiming to obtain the fuel from natural energy. 

Solar cells provide the power to produce hydrogen by electrolysis of water. 

Experimental solar-powered electrolytic hydrogen service stations 

have been operational in Southern California since 2001, 

so that area was selected for the first lease sales of 

the FCX Clarity to individuals in July 2008.

2: Environment│ FCX CLARITY│HONDA

Length: 4,845 mm

Width: 1,845 mm

Height: 1,470 mm

Weight: 1,635 kg

Passengers: 4

Output: 100 kW (136 PS)

Fuel: Compressed hydrogen
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2: Environment│ i-MiEV│MITSUBISHI MOTORS

160 km on An Overnight Recharge

We finally have an electric car ideal for ordinary driving. 

The key technology behind it is the battery system. 

The i-MiEV can be easily charged from a domestic power supply. 

Seven hours of charging from a 200 volt mains 

connection gives it a range of about 160 km. 

That’s plenty for everyday use, driving briskly around town. 

Electric cars do not have the characteristic noises and vibrations of 

petrol-engined cars, so they are very quiet to drive. 

Even so, the electric motors can produce large amounts of torque 

from low speeds to give sporty acceleration when required. 

Having batteries on board does not require a sacrifice of usable space, 

and the designers have produced a spacious interior inside the small package. 

This is surely the typical form that future small cars will take. 

Today’s environment makes it necessary to cut CO2 emissions, 

and the electric car is one of the most practical solutions in sight.

58─59

a: Large capacity battery pack
A new structural configuration for 

the lithium-ion battery modules allows either 

a vertical or horizontal  layout. As a result, 

the battery pack can be installed under 

the vehicle floor, leaving as much cabin space 

as in an equivalent petrol-driven car.

b: Small, efficient motors
Electric motors are lighter and 

more compact than engines. 

Furthermore, the lack of vertical vibrations 

makes the car much quieter.

c: On-board charger
An on-board charger is a must for charging 

from a domestic power outlet. 

This charger does not require a special plug, 

so it can be plugged into an ordinary socket.

i -MiEV│M I TSUBISH I MOTORS



2: Environment│ i-MiEV│MITSUBISHI MOTORS

Length: 3,395 mm

Width: 1,475 mm

Height: 1,600 mm

Weight: 1,080 kg

Passengers: 4

Charge: 16 kWh

Fuel: Electricity

The i-MiEV is fitted with two plugs, one for charging from 

an ordinary domestic power outlet, and the other for rapid charging. 

The first can be used with an ordinary domestic power supply (100 V or 200 V), 

and the other can be used with a rapid charger to quickly replenish 

the electric power. The convenience of being able to charge the car at home is 

an important factor in making electric cars part of our ordinary lives.

(Photo shows the rapid charging connection.)
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2: Environment│ Plug in HV│ TOYOTA

The Hybrid Keeps on Evolving

　

Does it run on petrol or electricity? That’s a question often directed at the owners 

of hybrids. The reality is that neither is fully true. This hybrid vehicle uses 

engine management to select the optimum power supply for its circumstances, 

utilizing its petrol engine, batteries, and electric motors in the combination that 

gives the greatest efficiency. This is the true benefit of a hybrid—the ability to 

simultaneously provide fuel economy and environmental performance. 

Users are convinced by that advantage, and there are already 

over a million hybrid vehicles on the road.

As we attempt to shift from fossil fuels to other energies, one of the most 

practical solutions proposed is the plug-in hybrid presented here. 

The batteries that power the car can be charged from an ordinary domestic 

power outlet. As a result, short trips can be made as an electric car, 

using only electric motors. For longer trips, when the battery starts 

running low, the petrol engine functions in conjunction with 

the motors to power the car as a hybrid system. Wherever you go, 

there is no worry of the battery running out, and the car delivers 

ultra-low fuel consumption and superb environmental performance.

62─ 63

Plug in HV│TOYOTA



2: Environment│ Plug in HV│ TOYOTA64─65

Length: 4,445 mm

Width: 1,725 mm

Height: 1,490 mm

Weight: 1,360 kg

Passengers: 5

Engine displacement: 1,496 cc

Fuel: Petrol, electricity



2: Environment│ bB│ TOYOTA

Seating that’s as comfortable as a sofa

66─67

A Car That’s Great When Parked, too

This car is ideal for finding a quiet parking spot where you can look down 

at the city lights, play some good music, and enjoy a little romance. 

For that scenario, there’s no need for a car focused on drivability. 

What is needed is a car that’s pleasant to be in when it’s not moving—

the sort of car that can become your own private hideout. 

Music is important, so the designers incorporated a wonderful audio system 

with a total of 11 speakers and four different modes to suit your mood. 

It can give you everything from quiet, relaxing music to powerful audio 

that sounds like the performers are right there with you. 

Even the in-car illumination can be synchronized in three different ways. 

This is not just a car; it’s a car-shaped sweet spot for listening to your favorite 

music. To further enhance the sense of privacy, the front seat cushions 

can be made to sink by about 8 cm to bring your eye-level down low.

Focusing on what the car could be like when it’s not moving, the designers 

absorbed ideas from youth subculture. The result is a car that symbolizes 

the diversity of Japanese cars, and demonstrates what can be done 

when priority is given to comfort and convenience.

Sliding the seat cushion down 

and tilting the backrest down to 20 degrees 

produces a comfortable space 

out of sight from outside.

bB│TOYOTA



2: Environment│ bB│ TOYOTA

Length: 3,785 mm

Width: 1,690 mm

Height: 1,635 mm

Weight: 1,0a50 kg

Passengers: 5

Engine displacement: 1,495 cc

Fuel: Petrol
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70─71 2: Environment│ Interview│ Naoto Fukasawa

Naoto Fukasawa│Product Designer

In What Direction Are Cars Evolving?Interview

The automobile has evolved as a symbol of affluence. As long 

as people’s lives were getting better, they wanted to drive bet-

ter cars. The car was a barometer of prosperity. If you had 

money, consuming a lot of petrol and driving a big car was 

not a problem. 

However, industry and manufacturing have both positive and 

negative facets. The many negative facets are ignored during 

periods of rapid industrial growth. But times change. For ex-

ample, as long as waste could be disposed of where it could 

not be seen or smelled, nobody cared about it. But eventually, 

waste piled up to the point where people started to say, “wait 

a minute, why are throwing so much away?”

Now that we are worried about emissions and fuel sources, 

driving a big car without consideration of these problems has 

become a social issue in itself. Young people raised in afflu-

ent societies are acutely aware of these problems and look 

askance at anyone conspicuously driving alone in a big car. 

The automobile’s negative facets have begun to impinge upon 

our daily lives to the extent that we now clearly see the dark 

side of the car as a symbol of affluence. 

The automobile will continue to exist as a means of transpor-

tation. But the younger generation is reacting to how much 

petrol is consumed by a person driving alone in a large vehi-

cle and the inefficiency of driving on congested expressways 

on weekends. They see the contradictions and are making 

cool-headed decisions. When cars were desired as symbols of 

affluence, then stylishness and size were proportional to sta-

tus and taste. But this logic no longer holds.

Regarding “Japan cars,” Japanese like harmony, not imbal-

ance. They like things to fit and not be out of proportion. 

Keeping things in “appropriate proportion” leads to smart 

and sustainable solutions. This means rejecting what does 

not fit and selecting only what is necessary when it is neces-

sary. For cars, the result is choosing to rent rather than own, 

and choosing small vehicles.

In Europe, the Smart is a popular car regardless of position 

in the social hierarchy. Rather than being an expression of 

status, it seems to have become an expression of intelligence. 

The cars shown here, with their “appropriate proportions,” 

can be expected to be appreciated in the same way.

When the automobile ceases to be an expression of success or 

vanity, we can focus on what one can actually do within a 

car. If there is no difference in the time it takes to get some-

where, then we need to look at the car with a different set of 
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Deyan Sudjic│Director of The Design Museum, London, UK

How Has Japanese Originality Changed 
Our View of Cars?

A hundred years have passed since Henry Ford 

made the first mass produced car, the Model T. 

In 1908 he set up the first production line for the Model T, 

a car that changed the way the world sees cars. 

This was a great episode of industrial design.

The Model T was made in millions. 

So it may be surprising to argue that another of 

the most important manufactured cars was one made in Japan 

and made only in thousands. 

This was the Nissan Figaro, a car that emphasized that 

the car was not purely a functional object; 

it was something that had an emotional character too. 

Made only in a limited edition of 20,000, 

the Figaro was really the first car that understood that 

we related to cars not only as practical things, 

but also as toys, as memories, as objects designed 

not only as functional engineering propositions 

but also as things that evoke memories, 

that make you understand that the car is something else.

Interview

Deyan Sudjic is Director of the Design Museum in London. 

His career has spanned journalism, teaching and writing. 

Deyan was director of Glasgow UK City of Architecture 1999 and 

in 2002 he was Director of the Venice Architecture Biannale. 

From 2000 to 2004 Deyan was Editor of Domus Magazine 

and was Founding Editor of Blueprint Magazine. 

Deyan has published many books on design and architecture 

and he was made an OBE in 2000.

2: Environment│ Interview│ Deyan Sudjic

values. Functions that serve outdated desires can be 

stripped away. The car can become a more rational and 

functional tool of mobility. Around the world, people are 

working to make cars along these lines. Japan is moving 

most rapidly in this direction, reflecting the value placed 

on “appropriate proportion.” 

When I lived abroad, I noticed that Americans would 

tend to choose the cheapest stripped-down version of a 

high-priced car model. In contrast, Japanese tend to buy 

the most expensive version of a model because the op-

tions add so much convenience. It is a matter of consider-

ing what you can do within the car. When Japanese buy a 

new model, they want it to have at least one or two new 

functions. Overseas, the market for used cars is large and 

seems to be characterized by higher prices being attached 

to cars that will not break down. In Japan, people buy a 

new car before the old one loses any of its functionality, 

always seeking something new. This stimulates an atti-

tude toward development that nurtures the kind of fresh 

thinking that you see here.

Born  in 1956. In 2003, he established Naoto Fukasawa Design. 

He has worked with major companies both domestically 

and from overseas including in Italy, Germany, 

France, Switzerland, and Scandinavia. 

In 2007, he was accorded the title of Hon RDI- Honorable Royal 

Designer for Industry (Royal Society of Arts).  

He has won number of international awards.



3: Mobile Cell
The future will bring more than individual drivers each controlling a single car.

Cars will become parts of whole transport systems integrated with the surrounding city.

The essence of a car is already shifting from its drive train to its information systems.
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Instrument Panels for Production Vehicles│HONDA

This�fuel-cell�vehicle�boasts�a�unique�meter�display�that�positions�

the�speedometer�on�top�and�a�visual�representation�of�

the�hydrogen�fuel�use�on�the�bottom.

Information�has�been�concentrated�in�one�location�to�

minimize�eye�movement�while�driving�and�enable�the�driver�

to�check�the�meters�with�a�single�glance�when�on�the�highway.

Individually�enclosed�meters�with�light-emitting�graduations�

have�been�added�to�ensure�excellent�visibility�for�drivers�of�all�ages.

The�speedometer�and�indicators�for�other�frequently�referenced�

information�have�been�given�priority�in�a�location�

that�reduces�eye�movement�during�driving.

A�gradated�meter�face�and�indirect�illumination�make�

the�numerals�easy�to�read,�and�help�reduce�driving�fatigue.

Virtual�illumination�technology�enhances�readability�

by�creating�a�three-dimensional�display�of�multiple�parameters.

In�addition�to�four�large�meter�faces,�fuel�economy�

and�average�speed�indicators�are�located�in�the�center�of�the�display�

to�provide�the�driver�with�instantaneous�recognition�of�conditions�

both�inside�and�outside�of�the�automobile.

The�three�layer�construction,�comprising�a�dial�face,�

clear�acrylic�cover,�and�needle�cover,�gives�these�meters�

a�three-dimensional�appearance�that�facilitates�readability.

Large,�high-luminosity�characters�in�an�over-sized�meter�face�

for�enhanced�readability�and�functionality.

A�three-dimensional�floating�ring�and�indirect�nighttime�illumination�

provide�the�meters�with�light�at�all�times�and�

ensure�readability�during�day�or�night.

FCX Clarity Civic 5 Door

FIT Civic 4 Door 

LEGEND ELISION

INSPIRE ODYSSEY

CR-V stream

3:�Mobile�Cell│ Instrument�Panels�for�Production�Vehicles│HONDA

Car-to-Human Interface

Most�people�describe�their�impression�of�a�car�in�terms�of�styling.�When�it�comes�to�evaluating�

a�car’s�performance,�engine�size,�top�speed,�and�fuel�economy�are�the�most�common�aspects�to�be�

discussed.�Nevertheless,�in�addition�to�appearance�and�quantifiable�physical�characteristics,�

it�is�also�important�to�measure�a�car’s�quality�in�terms�of�how�refined�it�is�as�a�tool�for�human�use.

Contemporary�automotive�technology�has�made�tremendous�advances�in�information�processing,�

in�addition�to�advances�in�the�powertrain�and�other�more�conventional�technology.�

Instrumentation�and�the�essential�role�it�plays�as�an�interface�between�the�car�and�the�driver—

between�man�and�machine—is�another�good�example.�

These�examples�from�Honda�vehicles�show�how�contemporary�automotive�interface�design�

relies�upon�the�concepts�of�“instant�recognition”�and�“intuitive�operation.”

76─77
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Instrumentation Prototypes│DENSO

Shift from Drive-train Technology to 
Information Technology

Interaction�design�evolves�on�a�daily�basis,�making�progress�towards�closer�com-

munication�between�people�and�cars.�The�ability�to�capture�and�convey�informa-

tion�is�enhanced�by�state-of-the-art�electronics,�bringing�the�promise�of�a�great�leap�

forward� in� the�way�that�humans�and�cars�relate� to�each�other.� Imagine,� for� in-

stance,�instrumentation�that�conveys�information�through�the�movement�of�light�or�

through�the�movement�of�the�meters�themselves,�instead�of�using�dials,�scales,�and�

numbers.�These�are�some�of�the�ideas�emerging�from�the�search�for�a�new�vocabu-

lary�for�interaction,�demonstrated�here�by�two�prototype�meters.�

The�examples�shown�here�are�of�course�just�one�aspect�of�interaction�design.�There�

are�also� innovations�such�as�a�mechanism�for�sensing�the�surface�temperature�of�

human�skin�and�using�the�information�to�control�air�conditioning,�or�a�system�for�

instantaneously�picking�out�and� identifying�pedestrians�and�road�signs�visible�

through�the�windscreen�in�order�to�identify�them�and�inform�the�driver.�These�are�

systems�that�assist�humans�by�using�recognition�technology�that�exceeds�human�

abilities.�By�doing�so,�they�can�enhance�human�abilities�to�notice�and�adapt�to�new�

circumstances.�Such�systems�are�still�experimental,�but�they�are�certain�to�lead�to�

new�capabilities�that�will�be�incorporated�into�cars.

3:�Mobile�Cell│ Instrumentation�Prototypes│ DENSO78─79

Binary�signals�for�engine�speed�and�vehicle�speed�are�

displayed�as�dots�of�light,�forming�rings�like�ripples.�

Expanding�and�receding�rings�give�

the�driver�an�intuitive�sense�of�the�speeds.

Instrumentation�for�a�hybrid�vehicle�to�show�

whether�the�power�is�coming�from�the�petrol�engine�or�from�the�fuel�cell.�

The�balance�between�the�power�supplies�is�conveyed�by�

the�two�smaller�meters�moving�in�arcs�around�and�across�the�large�meter.
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Personal Mobility
─Going Wherever You Want

The�most�compact�vehicle�gives�individuals�the�freedom�to�go�wherever�they�want.�

It�can�run�around�indoors,�move�out�onto�paths�and�sidewalks,�

and�then�transfer�to�the�road�to�travel�along�with�ordinary�cars.�

Each�of�these�transitions�occurs�seamlessly,�with�the�i-REAL�varying�its�attitude�

and�the�length�of�its�wheelbase�to�suit�its�situation,�whether�moving�at�slow�speeds�

among�people,�or�at�higher�speeds�along�a�road.�

In�addition�to�its�driving�performance,�at�low�speeds�it�has�comprehensive�

communication�capabilities�for�gaining�knowledge,�for�contacting�others,�

and�for�communicating�knowledge.�The�ability�to�transfer�information�between�

vehicles�is�augmented�so�that�contact�with�the�urban�surroundings�and�

with�other�people�becomes�interactive,�and�people�don’t,�just�passing�each�other�by.�

Communication�also�helps�the�vehicle�to�travel�smoothly,�ensuring�that�encounters�

with�pedestrians�and�other�vehicles�are�safe.�This�personal�mobility�vehicle�is�

a�part�of�the�city—a�moving�cell�enabling�anyone�to�travel�wherever�they�like.�

It�integrates�private�transportation�and�personal�mobility�with�the�urban�

infrastructure,�and�is�already�a�practical�proposition.�The�i-REAL�name�was�

chosen�because�this�vehicle�can�provide�real�communication�and�because�

it�embodies�the�designers’�hopes�that�it�will�become�a�reality�in�the�near�future.

i -REAL│TOYOTA
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Low-speed mode

Length:�995�mm

Width:�700�mm

Height:�1430�mm

High-speed mode

Length:�1510�mm

Width:�700�mm

Height:�1,125�mm

Weight:�140�kg

Passengers:�1

Fuel:�Electricity

You�can�swap�information�whenever�your�paths�cross.�

Finding�something�in�common�may�turn�out�

to�be�the�beginning�of�a�conversation.

82─83
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Several�thousand�cars�driving�around�Metropolitan�Tokyo�

continuously�transmit�information�about�their�positions,�

calculated�from�the�GPS�signals�they�receive�every�30�seconds.�

This�location�data�was�gathered�and�used�to�create�

visual�representations�of�traffic�volumes�and�traffic�flows.�

The�cars�are�seen�to�be�circulating,�

adiating�out�from�the�central�area�near�the�Imperial�Palace�

just�like�red�blood�cells�travelling�around�the�body�

through�a�network�of�blood�vessels�centred�on�the�heart.
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PIVO 2│NISSAN

3:�Mobile�Cell│ PIVO�2│ NISSAN

State-of-the-Art, 
But Easy to Get on with

This�is�an�electric�car�that�emerged�from�the�idea�of�

presenting�advanced�technology�in�a�simple�and�lovable�form.��

Powered�by�compact�lithium-ion�batteries�mounted�underfloor,�

PIVO�2�fully�leverages�advanced�by-wire�technology,�which�uses�

electrical�signals�to�replace�shafts,�pipes�and�other�mechanical�linkages�for�drive,�

brakes,�and�steering.�This�approach�has�enabled�a�cabin�that�rotates�360�degrees.��

Driving�straight�into�a�parking�space�doesn’t�mean�you�have�to�back�out.�

Just�turn�the�cabin�around�and�you�can�drive�straight�out,�

the�same�way�it�was�parked.�A�thin,�disk-shaped�traction�motor�is�mounted�

inside�each�of�the�four�wheels,�allowing�free�and�independent�operation.�

Even�when�parallel�parking,�the�driver�can�simply�face�sideways�and�drive�straight�in.

In�front�of�the�driver�sits�a�small�robot,�taking�cues�from�

the�driver’s�face�to�converse�and�also�to�provide�driving�support.��

PIVO�2�remains�as�a�practical�tool�for�everyday�life,�but�as�a�car,�

it�has�evolved�to�the�extent�that�it�almost�seems�alive.

Centre�of�gravity�

shifted�forward�

when�accelerating

Centre�of�gravity�

shifted�backward�

when�decelerating

Centre�of�gravity�

shifts�inward�

when�cornering

Rotating�cabin�

enables�the�vehicle�

to�be�driven�forward�

when�parallel�parking

Easy�parking�

alongside�a�building.

Capable�of�readily�

checking�left�and�right�

at�a�stop�sign�with�

limited�visibility
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The�interactive�robot�with�its�face�peeping�out�in�front�of�the�driver’s�seat�watches�

the�driver’s�frame�of�mind�by�monitoring�facial�expressions�and�voice�patterns.�

It�uses�information�such�as�small�changes�in�facial�expressions�on�the�corner�of�the�eyes�and�mouth,�

how�loud�the�driver’s�voice�is,�and�the�speed�at�which�the�driver�speaks�to�assess�the�situation.�

It�can�then�give�information�on�what�to�do,�and�if�required,�

give�gestures�or�guide�the�driver�to�maintain�a�state�of�mind�appropriate�for�driving.

3:�Mobile�Cell│ PIVO�2│ NISSAN

Length:�2,600�mm

Width:�1,690-2,200�mm

Height:�1,700�mm

Passengers:�3

Fuel:�Electricity
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MAZDA

Established� in�1920,�Mazda� is� the�only�automaker� in� the�world�

still�successfully�mass-producing�cars�using�rotary�engines,�which�

utilize�rotors�instead�of�pistons.�It�is�also�a�pioneer�in�environmen-

tally�oriented�R&D,�and�started�development� in�1991�of�the�hy-

drogen-powered�rotary�engine,�a�next-generation�internal�combus-

tion�engine�with�the�potential�to�eliminate�fossil�fuels.�As�a�result,�

in�2006,� the�company�was�the�first�maker�to�produce�and�begin�

commercial� leasing�of�a�vehicle�with�a�practical�hydrogen�engine,�

the�RX-8�Hydrogen�RE.�In�2007,�Mazda�declared�its�“Sustainable�

Zoom-Zoom”�vision,�demonstrating�its�commitment�to�manufac-

ture�cars�that�harmonize�the�excitement�of�driving�with�environ-

mental�and�safety�performance.�The�company�is�actively�working�

on�R&D�to�address�the�issues�that�confront�the�auto�industry,�and�

has�announced�plans�to�reduce�the�fuel�consumption�of�Mazda�ve-

hicles�sold�globally�by�an�average�30�percent�by�2015.

MITSIBISHI�MOTORS

Mitsubishi�Motors�believes�that�we�should�coexist�in�harmony�with�

society�and�the�environment,�and�is�committed�to�manufacturing�

vehicles�that�provide�driving�performance�and�road�ability�─�the�es-

sential�qualities�that�make�cars�attractive�─�at�the�same�time�as�the�

safety�and�durability�that�enable�people�to�use�their�vehicles�with�

confidence.�The�company’s�strengths�include�the�independently-de-

veloped� four�wheel�drive� system�that�has�evolved�alongside� the�

Lancer�Evolution�─� the�high-performance�4x4�saloon�that� is� the�

company’s�flagship�car�─�and�technologies�to�enhance�durability�

and�terrain-covering�ability�that�have�been�nurtured�in�the�Paris-

Dakar,� the�world’s�most�punishing� rally.�Using� the�knowledge�

gained�through�developing�these�technologies,�Mitsubishi�Motors�

makes�products�that�embody�both�“driving�pleasure”�and�“safety.”�

Recently,�the�company�has�adopted�the�“Drive@earth”�tagline�as�an�

expression�of�the�importance�it�places�on�developing�environmental�

technology.�This�technology�includes�the�i-EV,�one�of�a�new�genera-

tion�of�electric�cars�with�zero�CO2�emissions�while�in�operation,�and�

proposals� for�a�global�small�car�with�fuel�economy�performance�

backed�by�technology�developed�in�Mitsubishi’s�mini-vehicles.

SUZUKI

Starting�business�in�1909�as�Suzuki�Loom�Works,�Suzuki�was�in-

corporated� in�1920.�From�being�a�machinery�manufacturer,� its�

business�expanded� into�motorcycles.�Post-war,� it�was�one�of� the�

first�maker�to�produce�motorized�bicycles�with�its�Power�free�mod-

el,�followed�by�the�125�cm3�Colleda�motorcycle.�Then,�in�1955,�Su-

zuki�produced� the�Suzulight,� the�predecessor�of� the�company’s�

current�range�of�four-wheel�vehicles.�Each�of�these�was�an�innova-

tive�product�notable�for�its�use�of�state-of-the-art�technology.�Since�

then,�Suzuki�has�continued�to�work�on�small�cars,�and�is�now�one�

of�the�leading�company�in�the�mini-vehicle�segment.�It�was�the�first�

Japanese�automaker�to�start�local�production�in�India�and�Hunga-

ry,�and�it�now�has�manufacturing�plants�around�the�world,�includ-

ing�Indonesia�and�Pakistan,�actively�contributing�to�the�develop-

ment�of� local�economies.� Its�main�products�are�motorcycles�and�

cars,�but� its�product� lineup�extends�from�outboard�motors�to�ac-

cessible�vehicles�such�as�electric�wheelchairs.�The�company�is�cur-

rently�researching�practical� solutions� for� the�next�generation�of�

power�trains,�fuel�cell�motorcycles�and�cars.

Credits

TOYOTA

Since�its�founding,�Toyota�has�followed�the�guiding�principle�of�“con-

tributing�to�the�development�of�a�prosperous�society�through�the�man-

ufacture�of�automobiles.”�In�1999�it�reached�a�cumulative�production�

record�of�100�million�cars�in�Japan,�and�it�is�now�one�the�world’s�larg-

est�automakers.�Toyota�has�led�the�world�in�products�that�achieve�har-

mony�with�the�environment,�notably�with�the�1997�launch�of�the�

Prius,�the�world’s�first�mass-produced�hybrid�car.�The�company�is�also�

particularly�well�known�for�production�systems�that�achieve�efficient�

manufacturing�through�a�philosophy�of�the�complete�elimination�of�

waste.�These�are�just�some�of�the�areas�where�Toyota�has�gained�a�

worldwide�reputation.�In�2007,� it�marked�its�70th�anniversary�by�

looking�back�at�its�origins�and�re-focusing�on�the�“sustainability�in�

three�areas”�concept,�which�draws�on�technology,�manufacturing,�and�

social�contribution.�Putting�this�concept�into�practice,�the�company�is�

working�to�contribute�to�the�sustainable�development�of�the�earth�and�

of�our�society,�through�activities�that�include�development�of�vehicles�

that�do�not�cause�accidents,�research�into�alternative�energies,�efforts�

to�make�production�plants�green�and�to�make�full�use�of�natural�ener-

gy�sources,�and�also�projects�to�prevent�desertification�in�China.

NISSAN

Founded�in�1933,�sales,�manufacturing,�and�relevant�business�areas�

involved�with�automobile,� forklift,�and�marine�equipments�have�

been�NISSAN’s�main�line�of�business.��Under�the�NISSAN�brand,�

GT-R,�350Z,�Qashqai,�and�Micra�are�distributed�around�the�world�

and�models�G�and�FX�under�the�Infiniti�brand.�The�company�has�

production�and�marketing�operations�worldwide,�with�its�Europe-

an�setup�including�a�regional�headquarter�in�Switzerland,�develop-

ment�and�production�facilities�in�France,�UK,�and�Spain,�and�a�de-

sign�studio�in�the�UK.�In�1999,�Nissan�entered�an�alliance�with�the�

French�automaker�Renault,�whereby�common�goals�and�principles�

were�shared.��Through�platform�sharing�and�joint�development�of�

powertrains�such�as�engine�and�transmission,�successful� results�

have�been�achieved�in�various�areas.��Nissan�is�currently�working�

proactively�to�develop�and�promote�Zero�Emission�Vehicle,�which�

will�be�launched�in�the�United�States�and�Japan.�Furthermore,�this�

vehicle�is�scheduled�to�be�mass�produced�at�a�global�level.��

HONDA

Honda�operates�under�the�basic�principles�of�“Respect�for�the�Individ-

ual”�and�“The�Three�Joys”�—�commonly�expressed�as�The�Joy�of�Buy-

ing,�The�Joy�of�Selling,�and�The�Joy�of�Creating.�This�automaker�is�

committed�to�making�products�to�meet�customer�needs,�with�a�partic-

ular�focus�on�motorcycles,�cars,�and�general-purpose�engines.�Honda�

cars�such�as�the�Civic�and�Accord�are�highly�appreciated�in�interna-

tional�markets,�and�the�company�has�a�long�record�of�manufacturing�

around�the�world,�beginning�with�motorcycle�production�in�Belgium�

in�1963,�then�in�1982�becoming�the�first�Japanese�automaker�to�pro-

duce�passenger�cars� in�the�United�States.�International�operations�

now�include�research,�development,�production,�and�marketing�facil-

ities�worldwide,�each�firmly�anchored�in�its�market�and�becoming�an�

independent�local�operation.�Under�its�new�slogan�of�“The�Power�of�

Dreams,”�Honda�has�developed�the�Insight,�an�aerodynamic�hybrid�

car�built�around�advanced�environmental�technology,�and�the�FCX�

Clarity,�a�fuel�cell�vehicle�that�provides�the�ultimate�in�clean�perform-

ance.�The�company� is�also�manufacturing�humanoid�robots� like�

ASIMO,�and�light�aircraft,�attracting�a�great�deal�of�attention�for�

the�dreams�that�are�an�integral�part�of�its�activities.

DAIHATSU

Established�in�1907,�Daihatsu�has�the�longest�history�of�all�Japan’s�

major�automakers.�It�specializes� in�mini-vehicles,�and�has�gained�

the�top�market�share�in�the�segment.�Daihatsu�aims�to�maximize�

the�benefits�of�these�small�vehicles,�which�are�of�particular�interest�

today�due�to�the�small�impact�on�the�environment�that�results�from�

their� low�fuel�consumption,�thrifty�use�of�resources,�and�energy-

saving�characteristics.�To�ensure�ongoing�progress,�Daihatsu� is�

working�on�new�engines�and�on�independent�technologies�to�pro-

mote�fuel�economy�and�cut�emissions,�including�its�intelligent�cata-

lyst�and�catalyst�early�activation�system�technology.�The�company�

is�also�the�first�to�take�advantage�of�the�ease�of�use�and�economy�of�

small�cars� to�develop�accessibility�products�such�as� its�Selfmatic�

self-driven�mini-vehicle,�which�incorporates�an�automatic�board-

ing�mechanism�for� the�driver�using�a� special�wheelchair�which�

doubles�as�the�car’s�driver’s�seat.�To�mark�the�company’s�centenni-

al�in�2007,�Daihatsu�announced�a�new�corporate�slogan,�“Innova-

tion�For�Tomorrow,”�demonstrating�an�active�commitment�to�in-

novating�itself�to�produce�innovative�cars�for�the�future.
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Denso� is�a� leading� supplier�of�advanced�automotive� technology,�

systems�and�components�for�all�the�world’s�major�automakers.�Its�five�

business�groups�handle�powertrain�control�systems,�electric�systems,�

electronic�systems,�thermal�systems,�and�information�&�safety�systems.�

Sharing�a�focus�on�consideration�for�the�environment,�safety,�comfort,�

and�convenience,�they�work�towards�an�advanced�automotive�society�

that�allows�harmonious�coexistence�between�people�and�cars.

Hitachi,�Ltd.,�is�a�leading�global�electronics�company,�and�the�Hitachi�

Group�consists�of�about�1,000�companies�with�approximately�390,000�

employees�worldwide.�The�company�offers�a�wide�range�of�systems,�

products�and�services�in�market�sectors�including�information�systems,�

electronic�devices,�power�and�industrial�systems,�consumer�products,�

materials,�logistics�and�financial�services.

DENSO

HITACHI



The View from There │WOW

Art

so mobility in Japan has grown up in a context where old traditions intermingle 

with Western ideas. The video at the start of the exhibition is 

a fantastical depiction of mobility in Japan, presented through images of 

a drive from nature-rich suburbs into a crowded city. 

The video was created by WOW, one of Japan's most advanced video design studios.

3: Mobile Cell│ Art│WOW 101

Most of Japan is mountainous, with only a small amount of flat land. 

The population naturally congregates in the flatter areas, forming towns and cities. 

Three hundred years ago, the location that is now Tokyo was already a major city 

with one of the largest populations in the world. Today’s Tokyo has 

Western civilization and technology superimposed on this old urban structure, 



Oyamazaki Transportation │YAMAGUCHI Akira

Art Akira Yamaguchi's popularity comes from his classical Japanese painting style. 

His new work, created specially for this exhibition, depicts what is going on in the city 

in vivid detail, reminiscent of the "Scenes In and Around the Capital" 

screens by Kano Eitoku, painter to the court in 16th Century Kyoto. 

Yamaguchi's painting contains a curious, anachronistic mix of past and future, 

and the details are fascinating. All sorts of intriguing cars are driving around 

perfectly naturally. Look carefully, and you find ideas such as recharging from 

power generated by a waterwheel, cars that move along slowly while the occupants relax 

in a bath, or scooter-like cars for just one person. The pleasure is in the detail.

3: Mobile Cell│ Artist│ YAMAGUCHI Akira102
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